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Designed specifically for publishing syllabi, Simple 
Syllabus helps you work smarter, not harder.

• Incredibly intuitive, requiring no training to use
• Directly syncs Canvas assignments, quizzes, 

discussions and more—no double entry
• Accessible from anywhere, anytime without 

software installation or updates
• Leverage rich media, including video or images, to 

build interactive syllabi directly within Canvas
• Carry content forward each term—eliminating the 

need for tedious copy and paste

SYLLABUS MANAGEMENT
MEETS CANVAS

Students ranked the class syllabus as the most
important resource for academic information at
a rate of two-to-one over the next closest item, 
the website. Yet at many college campuses getting 
access to this information isn’t always easy. 
Compounding this issue, over 70% of students 
report receiving class syllabi missing key 
information such as learning objectives, grading 
scale, or required materials.

Fortunately, it doesn’t have to be this way.
That’s why Simple Syllabus and Instructure have 
teamed up to make comprehensive, integrated
syllabi within Canvas a reality.

Simple Syllabus helps instructors save time
and eliminate redundant tasks associated with
syllabus creation in Canvas. It is centralized and
template-driven, and automatically ensures 
compliance with accreditation and regulatory 
standards while giving faculty the autonomy to 
personalize curriculum content for their classroom.

Two Market Leaders. One Great Solution.

The Solution is Simple Retrieval of your institution’s syllabi for compliance 
purposes is even easier. Simple Syllabus is built on 
a centralized syllabus repository that archives all 
campus syllabi created within Canvas and their 
underlying data to support extensive reporting 
capabilities for accreditation and effective syllabus 
management.
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Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) Connection

Seamlessly embed Simple Syllabus within your Canvas learning environment to create a cohesive experience for 
instructors and students. With the Simple Syllabus LTI connection, there is no need for campus stakeholders to learn 
another tool. Instructors simply open a course, click the syllabus tab and Simple Syllabus loads the correct template, 
user data, and previously created syllabus content directly within Canvas.

Canvas Course Activity Sync (API)

Save your instructors time and eliminate double entry with the Canvas Course Activity Sync. Simple Syllabus 
dynamically adds or updates the syllabus with course activities, such as assignments, discussions, or quizzes and 
their underlying data, such as due dates, points, topics, and more. This ensures that the curriculum communicated 
to students is always accurate and up to date. Simple Syllabus also dynamically links to these items from its
syllabus schedule, so students can easily jump from the syllabus into that quiz without searching. 

Canvas Course Full Sync (API)

Leverage your institution’s data to build more interactive and up-to-date class syllabi. Simple Syllabus pulls account, 
course, section, and enrollment data directly from Canvas to get your institution up and running quickly. With direct 
access to Canvas data, institutional syllabi are always up-to-date and more accurate. If a course instructor changes 
or a class meeting location is moved in the first week of class, the syllabus is updated in near real time without 
manual intervention.

Designed to meet the needs of a variety 
of institutional setups, Simple Syllabus 
offers three different options to 
integrate Simple Syllabus with the 
Canvas learning management system. 
Institutions can choose to leverage any 
number of these integrations to 
provide the best experience possible 
for students and instructors.

Flexible Integration Models

From design to delivery, Simple Syllabus keeps track of your institution’s curriculum data and gives you full-lifecycle 
visibility so you can operate more effectively. With Simple Syllabus, publishing class syllabi is a whole lot easier and 
more organized.

Curriculum data simplified.


